EP Commodities, a.s (EPC), a part of Energetický a průmyslový holding, a.s. (EPH group) specializing in trading of power, gas, coal and emissions is extending its activities and team in Prague and looking for a colleague to join its Finance team at position:

**Junior Financial Controller**

(*position is suitable for graduates*)

**Main responsibilities:**
- Processing of data for reporting purposes, the analysis of the availability and quality of data necessary for the preparation of reports
- Managing assigned accounting operations including Billing, A/R, A/P, GL, Cost Accounting, Inventory Accounting, etc.
- Preparation of reports and analyzes for management
- Preparation and processing of cost reports
- Monitoring the performance of the department (e.g. utilization of operating costs, plans or forecasts of operating expenses and depreciation, cost allocation to cost centers)
- Close cooperation with Tax, Legal and Risk department regarding dealing with tax and regulatory/compliance issues
- Preparation of the budget and financial forecasts, regulatory reporting
- Supporting month-end and year-end close process, preparing documents for external auditors
- Close cooperation with and support of Head of Finance, contributing to decisions regarding set up of internal controls and processes and financial strategy

**Experience and skills:**
- University level degree in Business Administration/ Economics/Finance
- Experience in working in finance or controlling is a big advantage
- Good orientation in the financial statements and basic knowledge of IFRS
- Advanced knowledge of MS Excel and PowerPoint
- Advanced English (another European language is an advantage)
- Very good analytical and communicative skills, attention to detail
- Ability to work independently but also in a team
- Proactivity, accountability, loyalty

**What we offer:**
- Full employment by the stable company with a strong position in the international market
- Opportunity for continuing growth and development
- Being a part of young, dynamic and engaged team
- Motivating salary and performance management system
- 5 weeks of holiday
- Flexible working hours

If it sounds appealing for you and you would like to apply, please send your CV in English to jobs@epcommodities.cz.